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Sizing & Measurements
Always measure yourself first (or the person that will be wearing it) to determine 
proper size. 

The Maldives Swimsuit is the perfect 
choice for your day at the beach or 
pool! With a classic front cut, you’ll sur-
prise everyone with the feminine 
strappy back ties. Made in soft cotton 
lycra, spandex or swimsuit knit and lined 
with nylon tricot. The bottom has full 
coverage with on-trend straight cut legs. 

The Maldives swimsuit has 3 options for 
lining, so you can pick your coverage 
and support. 

Make a splash in this swimsuit!

xxs xs s m l xl xxl xxxl
bust 32 34 36 38 40 43 46 50   
waist 25 27 29 31 33 36 39 43
hips 33 35 37 39 41 44 47 50

Maldives Swimsuit



Fabric Requirements
**CUT BRA LINING OUT OF 
NYLON TRICOT or SWIM MESH 
(You will need 1/2 yd).
This includes enough lining for the 
crotch lining too.**

If you want it fully lined, purchase 
same amount of lining fabric as 
outside fabric.

Elastic Cutting Guide
*ELASTIC TIP- All women are different shapes and sizes, these are suggested guidelines, but based 
on personal preference you might like the elastic tighter/looser than the given lengths. PLEASE put 
the garment on and wrap the elastic around your waist/hip/over-bust/thighs or wherever the 
elastic is going and cut to your desired length & stretchiness. This will result in a BETTER custom 
fit. :)

The elastic for the legs, arms, back and tops is 3/8” and the elastic for the straps can be 1/4”, 1/2”, 
or 1”. (See next page for more details)
(some women prefer 1” for the tops, but please add to the seam allowance if you change the 
width of elastic.)

The bigger sizes (Medium to 3X) can use 1/2” or 1” wide elastic for straps, but be sure you cut 
your swim straps to the bigger widths too. (on next page)

SIZES YARDAGE REQUIRED (Based on 60” width)

(ALL SIZES) 1 YARD OUTER FABRIC

1 YARD LINING (for full lining)
or
1/2 YD LINING (for partial lining)

SIZE XXS XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

LEGS (cut 2) 19 20 20.5 21 22.5 22.75 24 25.5

NECK (cut 1) 16 17 17.5 18 18 19.5 20 21

UNDERARM (cut 2) 11.5 12.25 12.75 13.25 13.75 14.25 15 16

BACK LOOP 15 16 17 18 18 19.5 20 22

SMALL LOOPS 11 11 12 12.75 13 13 14 14
(cut 1, then cut it in half)

ALL SHELF BRAS 11 11.5 12 13 13.75 14.5 15.5 17

STRAPS (cut 2) 38 40 44 48 50 54 56 58



Regular straps use 1/4” wide elastic. Medium straps use 1/2” elastic 
and Wide use 1” wide elastic. Regular straps are used if you want a 
more classic look, but wider straps can be used for more comfort 
and bigger bust sizes. These straps can be cut on either grain of swim 
fabric since swim fabric has the same stretch in both directions!

Pieces to Cut

Straps Cutting Guide

(All sizes) Cut on single layer of fabric, unless placed on fold.

FOR PARTIALLY LINED- 1 front, 1 back, 1 crotch lining, 2 straps

FOR FULLY LINED (No cups/bra)- 1 front, 1 back, 1 front lining, 1 back lining, 2 straps

FOR FULLY LINED (With Bra/cups)- 1 front, 1 back, 1 front lining, 1 back lining, 1 shelf 
bra, 2 straps, sew in cups (purchase)

SIZE XXS XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

Regular Straps (cut 2) 38 40 44 48 50 54 56 58
cut 1” wide by

Medium Straps (cut 2) 38 40 44 48 50 54 56 58
cut 1.5” wide by

Wide Straps (cut 2) 38 40 44 48 50 54 56 58
cut 2.5” wide by



Before you start
Recommended Fabrics
* This pattern is made for stretchy knits such as cotton lycra, swimsuit knit, cotton
spandex, cotton jersey, interlock, spandex, and other similar 4 way stretch knits with
75- 80% stretch. (4 inches of fabric will stretch to 8 inches long) 54-60” wide fabric. 
You do not need to PREWASH this kind of fabric before cutting. Use nylon tricot or 
power mesh for lining fabrics, they are more “grippy” and will hug the body better.
*** CAUTION- Chlorine pools can cause anything other than swim knit to fade ***

Notions
* Ballpoint sewing needle (for knits)
* Thread in coordinating colors (or contrasting)
* 3/8” wide elastic (if going into chlorine pools, pick a chlorine-safe swim elastic)
& (sizes Medium to 3X can use 1” wide elastic for straps, see cutting guide for lengths)
* Bra Cups (optional)- pick your size and follow instructions in package
* skinny knit lace (optional for bra cups- see page 8)

General Tips for Sewing
* All seam allowances are 3/8” inch and are included, unless otherwise indicated. Please
check to make sure you have all pattern pieces cut out before starting.

*Grainlines are provided, even though the material is 4 way stretch. The grainline runs 
parallel to the selvage edge.

* If you need to adjust the pattern, draw a line between the sizes you need. Like the
waist of a small to the bust of a medium. Cut along this new line. This is for minor size
changes and alterations only. If you are between many sizes, this pattern has more ease
than most swimsuits, so only go up if you’re 1/2” away from the bigger size.

* It’s also a good idea to make a test first if you need to drastically change the sizing or
if you are using really special fabric. Pick a cheap material in comparable weight and
hand.

* Test your stitch length and try to get 9-10 stitches per inch if you use a straight stitch,
otherwise a zigzag or stretch setting will work best for this.

* Swimsuit knit does not need to be edge finished because it doesn’t fray. If you are
adding a woven accent it should be serged, zigzaged on the edge, pinked or clean
finished to prevent fraying.

****IT IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED TO MAKE A TEST ONE IN CASE YOU WANT TO
LOWER/RAISE THE WAIST or LENGTHEN THE SWIMSUIT, ETC.****



Pattern Layout Guide

Print your pattern at 100% scaling “without borders” on 8.5” x 11” paper. Measure 
your test square on the pattern to insure proper sizing of pattern before continuing.  
Cut the bottom and right margins off the pattern and overlap the edges. Tape together. 
Cut out your desired size. 

Print pages 16-31 for all sizes.



Instructions
SWIMSUIT:

You have 3 options to line the swimsuit, with 3 support options.

1. FULLY LINED (NO CUPS OR BRA)- No additional crotch lining since it is fully lined, 
(No support)

2. PARTIAL LINED- includes a crotch lining and shelf bra. (Medium Support)

3. FULLY LINED (WITH CUPS AND BRA)- includes lining throughout and a bra with 
cups. (Most support)

** PICK THE SUPPORT YOU WANT AND THAT WILL DETERMINE THE LINING**

You can label the elastic pieces with a sharpie since it will be enclosed, no one will see!
____________________________________________________________________________

STITCH BOTTOMS TOGETHER:

1. FOR PARTIAL LINED SWIMSUIT: Layer crotch lining (right side up), back piece (right 
side up), and front piece (wrong side up) and stitch crotch seams. Turn lining towards 
the front piece and pin (baste if too slippery to handle).

2. FOR FULLY LINED SWIMSUITS: Layer back piece (right side up), front piece (wrong 
side up), front lining (right side up), back lining (wrong side up, and stitch crotch seams. 
Set aside.

     partial lined               fully lined
        OR

right        wrong      lining        lining  
side           side         right        wrong
              side          side



Instructions (continued)

Insert Shelf Bra/ Bra Cups:

3. Stretch elastic along the bottom of bra lining, zigzag/stretch stitch elastic on. Insert 
cups (if desired). Otherwise, run a basting stitch along side seams.

OPTIONAL BRA CUPS: 

Hold lining up to yourself for placement of optional bra cups (the elastic on the lining 
is facing out). Pin cups in place on outside of lining (at least 1” below the top edge of 
the bra). Stitch around the cups, and trim inside lining off close to the seam. Topstitch 
skinny knit lace around the inside cup to prevent scratching against skin. Run basting 
stitch along side seams, slightly gather and pin.

stitch down
pin to
outside

on inside, cut out lining 
close to cup seam & use lace 
to cover the raw 
edge/seam



Instructions (continued)

STITCH SIDE SEAMS:

4. FOR PARTIAL LINED (with bra): Layer back piece (right side up), front piece (wrong 
side up), and shelf bra (lace side up/ elastic side down), and stitch side seams. Turn right 
side out. Baste shoulder seams. 

5: FOR FULLY LINED (no bra):Layer back piece (right side up), front piece (wrong side 
up), front lining (right side up), and back lining (wrong side up), and stitch side seams. 
Turn right side out. Baste shoulder seams. 

6: FOR FULLY LINED (with bra): Layer back piece (right side up), front piece (wrong 
side up), front lining (right side up), shelf bra (lace side up/ elastic side down), and back 
lining (wrong side up), and stitch side seams.  Turn right side out. Baste shoulder seams.

        PARTIAL LINED                FULLY LINED (No bra)      FULLY LINED (with bra)

on inside, cut out lining 
close to cup seam & use lace 
to cover the raw 
edge/seam



Instructions (continued)

INSERT LEG ELASTIC:

7. Fold elastic in half and sandwich ends over each other 1/2”. Stitch ends together. Pin 
elastic to inside of front leg hole (don’t stretch), and stretch remaining elastic to fit the 
back of the leg hole. Stitch or serge elastic to leg while stretching slightly. Turn seam 
towards inside of leg and zigzag/stretch stitch seam down. 

Repeat for other leg.

INSERT NECK ELASTIC:

8. Stretch to fit around top inside edge of front (front is double or triple layered, 
depending on if bra lining is added). Serge of stretch stitch elastic to top edge, 
stretching fabric and elastic slightly to fit. 

Don’t stitch down to inside yet (we’re adding the straps in a minute).

stretch

no stretch



Instructions (continued)

Attach BACK ELASTIC:

9. Get a drink, this is going to be the longest part. We’re not stitching down the elastic 
yet, just attaching it right now.

First, pin all the layers together. It’s okay to clean up the corners/underarm seams a 
little, they will be wonky (the elastic will cover that). After you’ve pinned ALL of the 
layer as one, get your elastic out.

10. UNDER ARM SEAM- Stretch elastic as you zigzag/serge elastic to inside edge of top/
underarm seam. Repeat on other underarm seam. 

(Don’t turn in and topstitch yet)



Instructions (continued)

11.  LOW WAIST LOOP- Stretch elastic as you zigzag/serge elastic to inside edge of 
waist loop seam. Turn seam to inside and topstitch like leg elastic.

12. TINY BACK LOOPS- Stretch elastic as you zigzag/serge elastic to inside edge of tiny 
back loops. Turn seam to inside and topstitch like leg elastic. Repeat on other tiny loop.



Instructions (continued)

13. SEW TIE LOOPS- Fold over the edge of the two loops (on each side), Pin them. 

Depending on how thick you made your straps will determine how far you need to 
pin back the loop. 
Small straps can be pinned back 1”
Medium straps can be pinned back 1” - 1.25”
Large straps can be pinned back 1.5” to 1.75”

Seam allowance is 1/4”.

SEW THE LOOPS.

    Fold over the loops                sew down the loops to the 
          inside of the swimsuit



Instructions (continued)
STRAPS:

14. Fold strap right sides together, layer elastic on wrong side, stretch stitch/serge the 
side seam closed and catch the elastic in the seam. Turn right side out with loop turner 
or safety pin. 
(optional) Stretch stitch/zigzag along sides to reinforce straps.

Sew TOP FRONT:

15. Fold down top edge of shoulder. Pin straps to the shoulder seams, on the inside of 
the top. 

16. Stretch elastic as you zigzag/serge elastic to inside edge of top front seam. Catch the 
straps into the top edge of the front piece as you sew.

strap in half

elastic 
on top

stitc
h

turn right sid
e out & reinforce



Instructions (continued)
TIE LOOPS:

17. Insert the ties through the back loops and lace (as shown). Tie the bottom into a 
bow (this is best when tried on first and you can lace it as tight or loose, as needed).

18. Trim the ties to the length you like. Tie the raw end of strap into a tight knot.



1 inch 
Test Square
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Shelf Bra
(cut one on fold)

seam allowance 3/8”
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waistline
(lengthen or subtract length here)
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Swimsuit Front
 
(one on fold in outer fabric
& cut one on fold for lining)

seam allowance 3/8”
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waistline 10
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Swimsuit Back

(cut one on fold in outer fabric
& cut one on fold for lining)

seam allowance 3/8”
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Swimsuit Back

(cut one on fold in outer fabric
& cut one on fold for lining)

seam allowance 3/8”
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Crotch 
Lining
(cut one 
on fold)

seam 
allowance 
3/8”
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#MALDIVESSWIMSUIT


